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What is digital university?

Why move to Digital University?

Making Education Personal and Relevant

A Future-Proof Framework

WHAT IS DIGITAL 
UNIVERSITY?

Mai V egic A f m

Integrated eGovernance Solution for 
Administration of University, Colleges and Student Life Cycle
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Digital University is based on core expertise in domain, generic and c able 
methodologies takes care of every University's needs. It empowers Of cers, 
A ities, Employees of University, Colleges, and for their r work by 
providing innovative It can be said that an ersity not only providing 

in the classroom also providing on-demand learning thr digital 
means will be called Digital University. 

Why move to Digital University?

Learning: Drives effective and rapid 
learning thr xible, scalable and easy 
to Learning Management System.
Assessment: Combines c er-based 
or paper-based exam administration with 
digita l  eval at ion for  faster  res l t 
processing.
Interaction: Improves interaction 
thr alerts and 
feedback system.
Monitoring and Management: Manages 
prospects, leads, applicants, sched ling, 
proctoring, c as well as programs 
and c
MeritTrac 's   Stack D i g i t a l  U n i ve rs i ty
comprises a basket of that creates 
a comprehensive st dent management 
system web, mobile, chatBOTS and 
edge devices. It enables end-to-end 
digitization of the v chain for 
seamless application management, 
enrolment, academic content delivery and 
ev The r improved learning 
delivery, enhanced experience, and 
better comes.
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Digital University: The Future of Education Will Be Personalized; To stay 
relevant, institutions of higher education must develop digital frameworks 
that place a premium on student engagement and speed-to-market. 
Higher education has forever changed, thanks to shorter technology 
innovation cycles, digitally obsessed students and democratized online 
courses, including free YouTube lectures. 

Consequently, students question the rationale for traditional approaches 
to learning, marked by a school year that begins in September, travel to a 
particular location and exorbitant, ever-rising tuition costs and fees. They 
increasingly expect learning opportunities to be on-demand, perpetual 
and affordable. Because of the sheer number of choices in the digital 
environment — and the speed with which they appear — students will 
increasingly seek the most effective, affordable and easy-to-use ways to 
engage with an education provider.

To keep pace, institutions of higher education must deliver faster, more 
personalized and less expensive student experiences. Doing so involves 
technological change via the  (aka social, mobile, analytics and 
cloud technologies) and a new mindset on how to conduct business. 

So far, traditional higher education has been slow to accept this changed 
environment. In fact, 79% of IT budgets have been spent on “business-as-
usual” operations, with another 15% going toward incremental upgrades, 
according to . That leaves just 6% for innovation  
spending. In our view, this is wholly inadequate and does not serve the best 
interests of either students or traditional universities.

SMAC Stack

recent benchmarks

Perspectives:
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Making Education Personal and Relevant

he possibi l i t ies for  educational Tinnovation span the entire student 
journey, which encompasses evaluating 
college options, applying and enrolling, 
engaging in the learning experience, 
career planning and alumni interaction. 
Today, for example, institutions could make 
much better use of social media and 
insights gleaned through available data to 
target applicants with the greatest 
likelihood of matriculation and student 
success.  Consider the many online 
activities students engage in when 
selecting a college: spending time on 
student forums, seeking peer opinions on 
Facebook and Twitter, watching relevant 
YouTube v ideos ,  perusing ads and 
exploring college-matching websites and 
apps.  

In response, many institutions simply send 
out information in the hopes that their 
messaging reaches the r ight ears . 
However, with minimal investment, they 
could assume a more active role. Using big 
data analytics, for example, they could 
develop highly personalized promotions — 
even scholarships and grants — targeting 
candidates who might previously have 
escaped notice, laying the foundation for a 
relationship. 

Institutions might also offer campus tours 
through virtual reality headsets, as well as 
virtual lectures from professors.

Following enrollment, the options can 
continue. Institutions could offer a wide 
range of options based on the student's 
preferred learning styles,  including 

approaches, remote learning and 
personalized guidance where needed. 
Students could join online and of ine 
student groups, collaborate online for 
assessments, use apps and af liated 
services and choose e-textbooks over more 
expensive print volumes. All of these 
capabilities offer a major operational 
advantage (well beyond cost savings) 
compared with the primarily manual 
processes that many universities still use 
today. 

While it's impossible to know which new 
products and education models will take 
hold, it is clear that student content and 
services will become more relevant, 
personalized, targeted and on-demand.
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A FUTURE-PROOF FRAMEWORK

he speed and breadth of the changes ushered Tin by digital education may seem daunting to 
traditional institutions, which must learn to 
innovate rapidly and continuously or fall behind. 
We recommend a three-step approach to 
enabling innovation: Looking Forward - As 
learning is a fundamental human activity, the 
impact of digital on education will be more 
profound than in other industries. Millennial 
learners (digital native generation) will go where 
they perceive their needs for engagement are 
being met. In this new world, speed to market is 
more important than product maturity. By 
following the above principles, institutions will 
discover a more capable pathway to launching 
engaging student experiences and sustainable 
innovation.
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 comprehensive and integrated approach, towards  A   Governance of the Universities, and its Colleges, offering 
a blend of various advance technologies designed and 
developed by MKCL, OKCL's technology partner. It is single 
entry, one-stop solution for current problems of managing ever 
increasing number of students and colleges using a 
con gurable framework with existing limited resources. 
Instead of isolated systems, it emphasizes on enterprise level 
database which can be put to multiple uses. It comprehends 
best processes from many reputed Universities for a practical 
eGovernance. Based on the core expertise in domain, a generic 
and c able methodologies take care of every University's 
needs. It empowers Of cers, Authorities, Employees of 
University, Colleges, and Students for their routine work by 
p r o v i d i n g  i n n o v a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s .  T h e  f r a m e w o r k 
implementation is hassle free and offered on turnkey basis and 
the operation may be transfer to the university with continuous 
trainings at workplace.
OKCL offers an academic ERP suit to the universities for their 
academic management from admissions and eligibility to 
examination, evaluation, result declaration and cer
challenges owing to large enrolment in diverse disciplines and 
in a highly decentralized academic decision making 
environment at minimum price, making it an extremely cost-
effective solution.
The fundamental aim of this program is to give millions of 
students an access to their University and career universe 
through single entry portal and offer direct facilitation to 
students, teachers and managers of the Universities. This 
program offers eFacilitation to millions of University students 
throughout their academic life cycle right from search of 
courses, admission, to the award of degree. It goes 
further and also provides search in placements.

INTEGRATED EGOVERNANCE SOLUTION 
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF UNIVERSITY, 
COLLEGES AND STUDENT LIFE CYCLE
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BENEFITS TO UNIVERSITIES:
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Increase in student enrolment 
count

Reduction of load on campus 
administration

On schedule, hassle free cycle 
from online admission to results

Life-long electronic data 
for instant retrieval

Optimised and re-engineered processes
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Salient Features:
- Generic, standardised yet c able, world-class framework t
needs of ever ersity.
- End-to-end int oc ersity
- Real time dashboards f ocess control.
- Str emot t mechanism.

ivate c vers with disaster  
recovery mechanisms.

BENEFITS TO COLLEGES, INSTITUTES & 
DEPARTMENTS:
Key Ben

or re-accreditation (NAAC/NBA).
ce.

- Int ated electronic data exc ersity.
- A ation.
- Sa ation costs.
- Instant statistical r ation.
Salient Features:
- or each c
- Int ated C yst ersity systems.
- End-to-end int ocesses of c
- Gr d for Pr

r e r ement.

BENEFITS TO STUDENTS:
Key Ben
- P or eac

cess.
ime, Cost and Efforts.

- Infor ransaction services.
- Online f yment facilities.
- Sinc t is offer CL, for more. 

ase click here: ht //www. ersity.ac/
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• Skin of the Earth.
• Skin of the Skin.
• Skin of the Universe.
• Skin of the House.

 These principles will help us understand what is going on around us and increase our
knowledge of how we can nurture and commit to the environment’s sustainability
through the following premises.

10O’Talk Magazine

FOUR SKIN
THEORY

Doing right
by environment
and ourselves.
“ “

JOURNEY OF A CEO COACH

N O T  F O R  W E, N O T  F O R  M E,  B U T  F O R  T H E M!

With the pandemic of Covid-19, there are alarming concerns debating within the and 
environmental community. Are we as humans responsible for depletion of the ozone 
layer, degradation of forest, extinction of species, and global warming?
James Lovelock, GAIA theory creator fears the systematic and long-term impacts of
these tragic occurrences on Mother Earth will not only continue to challenge our new
way of living, but impair the human body’s health.

The Four Skin Theory by Dr. Pichait Palanugool will provide understanding and insight
to answering the inevitable question of “why”?



 The Skin of the Earth refers to the soil, plants and trees, humans and the environment.
These skins will provide the natural raw materials to produce products for 
consumption by humans, animals, and trees and at the same time heal the 
environment to be kinder to the planet. The raw materials are organic and natural, all 
cultivated by nature.
Projects will include soil rejuvenation and revival to help grow healthy plants and 
trees. Soil revival through the applications of permanent fertilizers and AgriSmart 
belongs to this principle, which is the group of products to support the health of the 
inhabitants of this Earth. These are the products which have an emphasis on 
probiotics and not antibiotics. Antibiotics help to kill bacteria in the body whereas 
probiotics help to make the person or animal healthy. SOL products with probiotic 
animal feeds belong to this principle. The main emphasis of this principle is to create 
harmony for all life forms within the Skins of the Earth. S
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E 
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:
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With new digital mapping technology that is no longer futuristic, it will provide real 
time information on the Skins of the Earth. These technologies such as remote moni-
toring of farms, checking the production throughput and analyzing the soil if the farm 
trees/plants are not producing well. This information will help developing and poorer 
countries such as SE Asia and Africa. This futuristic technology will also help to provide 
information on materials underground such as help to identify the location, size and 
quantity of precious metals and organic compounds.
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 SKIN OF THE SKIN:

harm cells. In essence it affec ases such as
cancer

w ver werful allies such as natural
curring c e f mulat ts t

ec in against free r

 SKIN OF THE HOUSE:

-

-
- SKIN OF

THE HOUSE
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 The future is now with home building to incorporate environmental sust
smart technology to ensure a better and healthier lifestyle to the planet.

 SKIN OF THE UNIVERSE:
 One of the main theories of the origin of the universe is The Pulsating Theory where the
universe is expanding and contracting alternatively (pulsating). Everything in the
universe vibrates at one frequency or another, including humans, animals, and plants.
Many people don’t realize but even “non-living” objects such as stones (gems, crystals,
rocks, soil) vibrate at their own frequency, just as cells in the human body emits its own
frequency. To truly appreciate the importance of how vibrations and frequencies work,
we must understand energy. Energy causes the oscillating movement of atoms in
vibrations, and when these energy are stored in virtually all elements vibrational
frequencies are emitted. Everything in existence is a part of an interconnected web of
electromagnetic vibration frequencies, known as the “life-force” or our “soul”. This is the
importance of understanding everything surround us and anything that we destroy will
impact in negative energy. SOL products incorporate FIR technology  to stimulate
increased blood circulation to the cells. 

Integrate long lasting masonry with marble, stone, ceramic tile or slate structures. Mini-
mize the amount of toxins we emit into the air by using low volatile organic compounds 

and remove toxic chemical cleaners from the process. These small perspective changes 
can be transformational if everyone takes part in contributing back to the world and that 
is what Skin of the House principle is advocating.
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 SKIN OF THE UNIVERSE:
 The FIR deep heat is the same heat radiation asthe heat radiation of the sun. It is, in fact, 
exactly the same heat as the heat produced by our bodies e.g. as a result of exercising. FIR 
goes deep to the body and istransformed into heat energy. Thus, opening the capillary 
veins and accelerating blood circulation. As a result, the body cools itself by producing 
sweat, and the heart pumps blood faster to the system. FIR is low-frequency, clean heat 
radiation with longerwavelength. The heat enters deep to the tissue and removes many 
harmful and poisonous substances from the body. The FIR is heat radiation with a 
wave-length that moves through the air but it does not heat the air, only the target that it
hits. The deep heat absorbs directly to the tissue. The deep heat absorbs directly to the
tissue. 

As stewards of the Earth, our place in the universe to ensure the circle of life 
continuesonward. The responsibility is to continue creating awareness of a healthy, green, 
and disease free world.

In summary, with the use of science and technology from the existing body of knowl-
edge, combined with new knowledge obtained from our Science Center of optimum (y 
= a ( x - h)^2 + k) must preserve human kindness and humanity. The catalyst and 
through our principles andIP formulations, we can speed up and increase the chemical 
reaction rate to be faster, without undergoing any chemical changes in what is known 
as The Four Skins Theory for a self-contained environment. The construction of these 

can improve the quality of natural environmental resources such aswater, soil, and air.



PHENTHIP POSHYANANDA
Lady Director makes history
in the cosmetics industry
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“Within half a year, we have 
developed an online system 
to become stronger and 
stronger in branding and 
business in the age of tech-
nology. We have developed 
SOL One Touch 4.0 applica-
tion to meet the needs of 
the generation of consum-
ers in the new era, besides 
supporting sales and 
expanding the industry, 
making distributors more 
comfortable.

Continuously invest in business innovation development, focus 100% on the online 
market, create mobile business tool "SOL One Touch 4.0", expand the project 
"Celleb SoLciety",... These are the historic strides that Ms. Phenthip Poshyananda 
and her company have made in Thailand's cosmetics industry.

Ms. Phenthip Poshyananda, CEO & Director.

1. International Co., Ltd. (SOL) revealed that 
SOL has invested millions of dollars to 
pursue a new business model that can keep 
pace with the rapidly changing times. As a 
distributor tool, whether it's a product or a 
management system, it's important to make 
business partners a part of the brand. And 
the online market is the goal that SOL aims 
for in the business era 4.0.

”

“
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We divided the project into 4 phases. Phase 1 and phase 2 are completed. Currently we 
are in the process of operating continuously phases 3 and 4, will focus 100% on online.

For the new generation, all of them will be communicated back to distributors and they 
only have to share on online media," said Phenthip Poshyananda.
For the "Celleb SoLciety" project, SOL attracted celebrities to make them business part-
ners, along with becoming brand ambassadors for the product. Since its launch, the 
project has received very good feedback from businesses. As a result, sales also 
increased 3-4 times.

In addition, the company has also changed the 
packaging size of the golden sunscreen prod-
uct "Seoul Sunblock", owned by "Claudia 
Chakapan". It has been scaled down from 50ML 
to 30ML, while increasing gold and product 
discounts to meet new marketing trends that 
make it accessible to everyone. Since the 
launch of the product with new packaging has 
been strongly welcomed by distributors and 
consumers.

Ms. Penthip Poshyananda added: "With the 
strength of beauty products along with the 
application of modern technologies, SOL con-
stantly creates prestigious products in the Thai 
cosmetics market. Currently, SOL's system has 
more than 30,000 members and more than 
500 leaders."
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Goal of the Game
1, Entertainment
2, Community Development
3, Technological Development
4, Digital economic Development
5, Environmental Protection

The rules of deposit and bonus payment 
are as follows:
Mining Fund

 BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds      
 An account that activates the game, BOT 

will deposit 1 CSE into the Fund       
 Each account which plays more than 30 

minutes / day, BOT will load 1 CSE into the 
Fund       

 Teams with +1000 players over 30 minutes / 
day, BOT will deposit +100 CSE into the Fund       

 Bonus payment conditions      
 Top 1 Peer of the day will be rewarded with 

20 CSE, this Top 1 Peer referrer will be 
rewarded with 3 CSE       

 Top 1 Pool of the day will be rewarded with 
20 CSE       

 For every 100 new players to play, Top 1 Peer 
is rewarded with 10 additional CSE       

 For every 10 new pools that join, Top 1 Pool 
will be rewarded with 10 additional CSE       
Fund from transaction fees on the 

3. Community Social Connection - During the initial e day of launching Game Miner, 
O community reached 60,000 par and enabled play to earn tok while 
providing the acc y to other connec

4. Environment Pr vation - Through match-making of Blockchain 3.0 and IPFS, O’Game 
can handle large of data and link all content into the blockchain without having to 
place the data on the chain.  

a. F , illful play are rewarded for being highly engaged with the game, earning in-
game curr that have open market h CSE digital 
b. With tr ent and participatory in-game ec dev are encouraged to 
build additional experienc on top of the game’ core experience.

Rules and Pay Bonuses for Playing Game
(*****) :  The game is not intended for 
gambling purposes.
A total of 05 bonus funds are as follows:
1, Mining Fund
2, Fund from the tr tion f on the 
3, Pool Fund
4, Fund Shop
5, Voting Foundation
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O'GAME 
GOLD MINER

EARN, LEARN
& PLAY
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t’s super fun and easy to play Gold IMiner.  The game will allow 
players to simulate their entire 
c o n s t r u c t i o n  d r i l l i n g  p l a n s , 
beginning f rom a novice CAT 
operator to becoming the richest 
gold and diamond mogul.  Find 
hidden treasures below the Earth’s 
crust and use dynamite to destroy 
large boulders obstructing from 
the jewels.  But beware of
 powerful explosive barrels 
that can demolish nearby 
valuable precious objects, 
as each has their own point 
value which in turns 
will be rewarded 
with CSE tokens.  

The more you play, the more you 
earn.  Participate as a pool team 
and increase the mining power 
together to be rewarded additional 
tokens.  There are other bonuses 
derived from a random mechanism 
algorithm, earnable from funds 
such as mining, transaction fees on 
the oor, pool, shop, or voting 
foundation.  All of which are              
                           outlined in the rules   

                   and goals section of 
                    the g ame.  

In 2020, CSE will accelerate 
its goal to develop and 
i n te g ra te  w i t h  va r i o u s 
GameApps, the of which 
is titled Gold Miner.  The 
mining game will be built on 
CSE30 platform technology.  
Gold Miner is a virtual based 
construction simulation 
g a m e  t h a t  w i l l  b l e n d 
b l o ckch a i n  u n d e r l y i n g 
technology with mobile 
gaming.
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O'GAME 
EARN, LEARN, & PLAY
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Iglobal epidemic - COVID-19, 
many businesses and enter-
prises are closing or on 
stand-by mode. Our simple 
gameplay model o f f e r s  a  r e l 
a x i n g  entertainment envi-
ronment within a new 
blockchain-based gaming 
exper ience. O’Game’s e 
cosystem is striving towards 
considerable efforts to make 
the modern living “stayca-
tion” model as enjoyable as 
pos s ible.
Furthermore, the company 
plans to focus on growth 
stimulation by building a 
foundation on six pillars to a 
chieve full market adoption.
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Entertainment  - By making shop 
transactions more transparent and 

for the players, the integration 
of blockchain will revolutionize the 
gaming experience, creating more 
opportunities for not only the players, 
but also developers to enable a new 
entertainment market.  With this model, 
players will be able to take advantage of 
their skills by monetizing and selling 
thei r  winnings  of  d ig i ta l  assets , 
exchanging, or even buying from other 
players to “power-up”, creating a true 
g l o b a l  m u l t i - p l a y e r  i n t e r a c t i v e 
experience.  
Education - Blockchain 101 training will 
be taught by the game.  As games are 
being played, the students will learn 
keywords, such as hashes, private keys, 
and what use cases apply to the 
blockchain ledger, enabling their 
memory to retain the technology..  
Games will be designed to teach core 
concepts about distributed ledger or 
whichever use case the educational 
framework is intended for, such as smart 
contracts, decentralized applications, 
supply chains, etc.  
Blockchain
Puzzles - Learn about blockchain 
through solving puzzles, as repetition is 
important for the learning process.  

1 

Developer - Conceptual game will 
contribute to educating blockchain new 
software programmers  the importance 
in developing technology.
Digital Economy - The winning formula 
for in-game actions to fuel real-life 
t r a n s a c t i o n s  h a s  t r e m e n d o u s 
opportunities beyond our imagination.  
The game development modeling 
where players can rent the tools or bring 
on the assistance of an experienced 
player to compete for certain objectives 
generating new digital economies never 
thought of the past.  
EARLY EDUCATION
Economic - Investment into developing 
and emerging economies strategically 
with UN SDG initiative for GameApp to 
provide personalized early childhood 
educational activities.  
Administration  - As an emerging 
technology, O’Game aims to transform 
the way education is being currently 
a d m i n i s te re d ,  a s  a  g a m e - b a s e d 
blockchain enabled platform.  
C o m m u n i t y  -  A l l  S T E M  b a s e d 
educational games for preschoolers will 
b e  d e s i g n e d  w i t h  s y m p a t h e t i c 
characters to entertain and drive visual 
perception, memory, and language to 
create an interactive online community.  



Technology - Each player represents a 
node and miners on the blockchain 
network to create a consensus network 
system of Proof-of-Play.  The more players 
exist, the faster the con rmations are 
reached on the blockchain.  The goal is to 
create a decentralized architecture with 
encryption security to transform the game 
into a sustainable community.  Essentially 
t h e r e  a r e  n o  c o m p u te r s  a n d  t h e 
participants in the games become the 
computers and calculate the blocks.  In 
addition, with the implementation of 
Interplanetary File System, aka IPFS, as a 
peer to peer protocol each network node 
automatically shares, replicates, allocates, 
and tracks huge amounts of data to allow 
for a distributed web to be safer, faster, and 
more open - think BitTorrent.  

Economy - During the last decade, 
Free2Play business model has dominated 
the gaming industry.  The original design 
was to essentially give the game’s base 
experience away for free and then turn 
around to monetize the players from ads or 
in-app purchases, leading to a pr
$159 billion dollar industry.  Our goal is to 
ensure monetization is divided equally by 
not deploying traditional predatory tactics 
by using a Play2Earn model.  This is 

for players and companies of 
game makers in a digital transformation 
global economy;

O'GAME 
Earn, Learn, & Play
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Goal of the Game
1, Entertainment
2, Community Development
3, Technological Development
4, Digital economic Development
5, Environmental Protection

The rules of deposit and bonus payment 
are as follows:
Mining Fund

 BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds      
 An account that activates the game, BOT 

will deposit 1 CSE into the Fund       
 Each account which plays more than 30 

minutes / day, BOT will load 1 CSE into the 
Fund       

 Teams with +1000 players over 30 minutes / 
day, BOT will deposit +100 CSE into the Fund       

 Bonus payment conditions      
 Top 1 Peer of the day will be rewarded with 

20 CSE, this Top 1 Peer referrer will be 
rewarded with 3 CSE       

 Top 1 Pool of the day will be rewarded with 
20 CSE       

 For every 100 new players to play, Top 1 Peer 
is rewarded with 10 additional CSE       

 For every 10 new pools that join, Top 1 Pool 
will be rewarded with 10 additional CSE       
Fund from transaction fees on the 

3. Community Social Connection - During the initial e day of launching Game Miner, 
O community reached 60,000 par and enabled play to earn tok while 
providing the acc y to other connec

4. Environment Pr vation - Through match-making of Blockchain 3.0 and IPFS, O’Game 
can handle large of data and link all content into the blockchain without having to 
place the data on the chain.  

a. F , illful play are rewarded for being highly engaged with the game, earning in-
game curr that have open market h CSE digital 
b. With tr ent and participatory in-game ec dev are encouraged to 
build additional experienc on top of the game’ core experience.

Rules and Pay Bonuses for Playing Game
(*****) :  The game is not intended for 
gambling purposes.
A total of 05 bonus funds are as follows:
1, Mining Fund
2, Fund from the tr tion f on the 
3, Pool Fund
4, Fund Shop
5, Voting Foundation
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Fund from transaction fees on the 
         BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds.      
         BOT will deduct all transaction fees on the of each day of depositing into Fund       
         Bonus payment conditions.      
         Reward those who play more than 30 minutes per day.       
     Recipe for rewarding 1 player A = (fund_score) * (max_score_ of player_A / total 
max_score of all_players_30 minutes).       
Pool Fund
         BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds.      
         BOT will deposit CSE into the Fund.       
         Bonus payment conditions.      
         Each Peer in a pool that activates the game, will be rewarded  2 CSE to that Pool.       
         Each Peer in a certain Pool plays more than 30 minutes per day, will be rewarded 1 CSE 
to that Pool.       
      Pool which receives Top 1 of the day, but has Peer number greater than 5, will be 
rewarded according to their number of Peers as follows:       
          5-100: reward 1 CSE / Peer.       
          101-500: reward 0.5 CSE / Peer.       
          501-1000: 0.3 CSE / Peer bonus.      
      Pool founders receive 12% of the total income of the whole Pool, 88% of the pool's 
remaining bonus will be divided by Peer with the following formula. 
Activation bonuses are divided equally by each Peer.
Bonuses from playing more than 30 minutes per day, will be given to those who play more 
than 30 minutes, divided by the formula = (number_cse_check_pool) * (max_score_ of 
player / total_max_score_mount_player_30 minutes).

Fund Shop
 BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds.      

     All CSE players who buy equipment and recharge at the Game Shop will be loaded to 
the Fund.       

     Bonus payment conditions.      
     12% free for Pool Owners.       
     88% of the remaining funds will random gifts when playing.       
Voting Foundation
     BOT conditions to deposit bonus funds.      
     BOT will deposit CSE into the Fund.       
     Bonus payment conditions.      
     In the golden hour who has the most votes will donate CSE.

O'GAME 
EARN, LEARN, & PLAY



Pool Game Registration Process

EARN 100-1000 $ 
EVERY DAY 
WITH CSE MINER GAMES
EASY - FAST - FUN

1. Create Telegram Group
2. Add the following bot to the group - 
@cse_miner_game_bot
3. Press the button to join Game
4. Continue to press the [START] button 
on the Bot window
5. Finally press the game button
6. Get BONUS
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Who would have thought that skateboarding would be 
where it's at today.  Now here we are, its part of the 
Summer Olympic program starting 2021 Tokyo (would 
have been 2020; thanks CV-19).  But , let's go over 
br on its history so what we can understand of its 
magnitude, today.  
Growing up in the SoCal during the 80's to me was just 
golden hence the term “Golden Years of California”.  For 
many Vietnamese and people from other countries; living 
in the US at the time was truly one experience I know many 
wouldn't mind to have again.  Skateboarding at that time 
was an anomaly!  Either people like it or they don't.  From 
my personal experience that I started skateboarding in 
1986 at the age of 10 and still does today stronger than ever; 
I see many that does like it, but at the same time very few 
that doesn't.  But to the few that doesn't; they just have to 
know and understand more about the activity/sport to 
really appreciate why we put ourselves in harm's and 
sometime fatal way just to land trick.  Don't worry; we will 
talk about this later in the article; but for now back to the 
topic.  

“SKATEBOARDING, AND BEYOND!!”
By: Andy Ngo

thDate: 16  of October, 2020 

During 1990 to 1994, skateboarding was thought to have slowed down and had lost its steam after 
30 years from its inauguration.  But in 1995, that's when ESPN started their X-Games broadcast 
and of course; for those who are familiar with the sport, it's all history from that point on and now 
today the Summer Olympics.  Respectfully, skateboarding does not need the Olympics but at least 
it will bring the activity/sport the real respect and appreciation that it deserves for more future 
development support from its community, city, and state.  And that's exactly where this topic is all 
about, “Skateboarding, and Beyond”, how and what we can expect for the future of our 
activity/sport.
We can discuss about Skate Park riding safety issues and how we can eliminate liabilities from 
happening.  There's no better person that's more passionate about this subject than Martin 
Ehrenberger of Blackriver-Ramps himself, to discuss about this matter and whom been pushing 
this issue for a very long time with his local city.  Martin's been a passionate skateboarder and 

boarder for nearly all his lifetime.  Because for the love of activities/sports; he graduated high 
school, made carpentry as his apprenticeship and in 1999 started the rst ngerboard 
manufacturing company in Schwarzenbach an der Saale located in the Bavarian region of 
Germany.  Today, there are millions of Fingerboarders worldwide and skateboarders, also enjoy 
Fingerboading to be part of their training regimen.
One compelling issue about skate parks is that many assume you can cram many other 
activities/sports into it.  Let's dive into the words “skate park”.  Does anywhere says; Scooters, BMX, 
MTX, Inline, Motorbikes, grocery carts, golf carts, etc. Park?  We give the respect that skateboarders 
won't skate on a tennis and wooden basketball court or party on a soccer  So why can't skate 
parks get that kind of respect for its Skateboard Riders?  By achieving this, many amazing things 
can come out of it.  
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First and most importantly, eliminate liabilities from happening completely.  Most of the time, 
injuries occurs in a skate park is simply because of mixing two, three, four, and e ac at once.  
More than 86% accidents occur is from Scooters running into BMX, Skateboarders, Inliners, and 

e ersa for others as well.  Rarely in a skate park with Skateboarders, they will run into one 
another; and if it does, it's a freaky accident that need to be recognize and en props to.
By focusing on this matter; we can achie e the 2 birds with 1 stone theory, or maybe e en 3 birds 
(you get the point).  

1) Liabilities will be reduce dramatically so that the athlete can ha e a longer enjoyment of the 
ac y/sport and possibly professionally to represent his/her country one day in any major 
e ent.  

2) Create more quality jobs and organizations speci cally into that sport.  Not all 
Skateboarders are BMXers, Skaterboarders are Scooters, you can see the drift.  Same goes 
for skate park designs.  You can't ha e Skateboarders tell the BMX'ers on how to design their 
park because this is something that the BMX'ers already knows.  Same goes for many other 
ac  Each has its own ele ation le el of disciplines.  Ha e anyone e er seen a real BMX 
park?  Glad fully I did in Anaheim, California; it's huge like 2/3 bigger than a normal Skate 
Park.  This is only because the BMX'ers needs this kind of crazy speed and height to perform 
their tricks.  Now BMX, Scooters, Inline, and e en Heelies for crying out loud can create their 
own park building contracting company and jobs.  

3) Create more jobs for Riders as Instructors, Managers, Mo ers, and Business Owners into the 
of ac y/sport.  

4) Pro harmony to a growing young community and e er-lasting colorful and exciting 
culture.  A culture full of altruistic ready to help and build.  Look around, we will 
what we can skate and we will help any old lady any ole' day cross the street.  It's in our blood 
almost like a boys scout.      

Of course, this matter and topics only apply to de eloped countries that already had their Skate 
Park plans in place.  But for the new and de eloping countries that want to take on the world of X-
Games and pro them properly to its youth and future athletes.  An understanding and respect 
of each ac y/sport and by pro their right real estate placement in a city de elopment for 
further implementation of the matter.  With all the playgrounds, public basketball, tennis, table 
tennis, dog parks, etc.. a country, city, township can add a few more BMX, Scooters, and Inline Park 
to its next board meeting in planning.   
Talking about challenges and why we risk our life and limbs just to land a trick.  To many that ha e 
not experience this feeling, it's ne er about the trick!  With this way of understanding, this is why 
Skateboarders are more resilient to pain and suffering.  Not like our good old boys from the football 
club; whom a phantom ankle kick can earn them an Oscar Award and of course a penalty on their 
opponent.  Sorry Skateboarders ha e no opponents except for es.  Sometimes or many 
times, we ha e died countless of times trying to land tons of tricks; but as long what doesn't kill us at 
that time, we will just get up to complete our task.  
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“SKATEBOARDING, AND BEYOND!!”
By: Andy Ngo

thDate: 16  of October, 2020 

So what's beyond, as long as we won't suffer from any more pandemics or natural disaster that will 
hinder human from traveling or experiencing life; Skateboarding, Fingerboarding, Longboarding, 
all categorize extreme sports/activities will still and always play a vital role in any country socially 
but most importantly, economically.  By the way, do you know that back in 2009, Skateboarding 
was reported to be a 4.8 billion dollar annual industry!  Imagine what is that true number today is?  
But of course, that's another topic and article for another day.  Tune in to our next article on the 
“Real Economics of Skateboarding/Extreme Sports; who is the Real Winner and Real Loser” 

Martin Ehrenberger with Blackriver-Ramps Spoff Parks from Vienna, Austria bowl build in Bavaria, 
Germany with collaboration with Blackriver-Ramps
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